
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a middleware consultant. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for middleware consultant

Work with senior associates to promote the adoption of automation
techniques and DevOps processes to improve the development life cycle
including infrastructure and application uptime, availability, and time-to-
market
Work with senior associates to increase adoption of automation techniques
and DevOps processes to improve software delivery, including business-IT
alignment, infrastructure and application uptime and availability, and time-to-
market
Guide pre-sales conversations, discovery sessions, and solutions development
around DevOps and application platform automation
Specialist for Middleware infrastructure build/implementation and delivery for
projects
Administration (Installation, configuration, tuning and support) of middleware
software and appliances
Participate in the upgrade/patching planning and execution of the
middleware software and appliances
Provide expertise for standards/best practices, security related threats and
vulnerabilities as it pertains to the middleware infrastructure
The provision of 3rd level support for Middleware services to ensure 24x7
service availability by ensuring coverage during the core working hours
Solution construction, implementation, and system integration in a
technology/industry specialty or product sales
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Qualifications for middleware consultant

Solid verbal and written communication skills in English, the local language of
the position location or region required
SOA/IBM WebSphere Datapower appliances, IBM MQ, IBM Message Broker,
Guardium
Oracle Directory Server, Tivoli Access Manager, CA SiteMinder
HP Arcsight appliances, and IBM UrbanCode Deploy
Proficiency in utilizing IBM DataPower in a high transactional volume
environment, including installing, developing, deploying, tuning, monitoring,
load balancing, high-availability and clustering
Experience working on all flavors of Operating Systems (Solaris, Linux,
Windows, etc) and Hardware ( HP, IBM, Dell etc)


